Discovering the Med!

Le Var’s highly-visited underwater relief harbours a multitude of underwater cliffs, shelves, caverns and wrecks, situated at a variety of depths. The local diving clubs operate from April to November, offering visitors a chance to enjoy some of the world’s most remarkable diving experiences. This map shows around a hundred of Le Var's impressive 300 diving sites. You can find details on our professional diving centres at www.visitar.fr. All offer a warm welcome and totally safe lessons for all levels, with activities including:

- Snorkelling trips.
- Maken dives.
- Diving courses for all levels.
- Exploratory dives.
- Technical dives.
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Le Var
BEST dive sites

LE PLOMB
La Garoupe – Saint-Cyr
This very popular dive site, close to the beach, offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

L’OEMIUS,
La Palud – Saint-Cyr
This site is situated in a westerly sector of the bay of St-Cyr, near the mouth of the Golepe river.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

LE MONTAGNIER
La Grappe – Étrop
This site is located to the South of St-Cyr near the mouth of the Golepe river.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

LE MONTANT PSE
St-Tropez – Cap du Dramont
This site is located to the South of St-Cyr near the mouth of the Golepe river.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

LE TUBULAR
La Punta – Saint-Cyr
This site is located to the South of St-Cyr near the mouth of the Golepe river.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

LE ROCHELLE
La Croisette – Saint-Tropez
This site is located to the South of St-Cyr near the mouth of the Golepe river.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Dive type: shelf
- Location: Beach to Gaou
- Minimum depth: 40 metres
- Maximum depth: 60 metres
- Difficult level: average
- Required level: level 2 and upwards
- Comments: this dive offers an underwater cliff and a shelf near to the coast.